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Wellcome 
  
 Congratullation to buy  “Universal Door Intercom”. The UDI satisfy 
your needs for communication to visitors of your offices ,schools, family 
houses etc...The UDI can be connected to extension (analogue line) of 
all types PBX (independently on producers of PBX).  
 The basic module is produced in three variants UDI 00 (without 
button), UDI 01 (with 1 button) and UDI 02 (with 2 buttons).The basic 
module is enable to connect 4 buttons (example UDI - 00  +  
M module 4). The all system is enable to extend by M or C module to 46 
buttons with installation MK 1..4 modules using.  
 The UDI is supplied from the line of PBX - by features reminded the 
hands free phone. The basic feature is possibility of door opening by 
electrical lock ( the first 4 buttons can be used as password of electrical 
lock) and simple programming by tone dial from a phone. 
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1. The modularity of UDI 
 
The modular system of UDI enables to built door phone with 1 to 46 
buttons. 
The basic communication module UDI is produced in 3 variants: UDI 00 
(without button), UDI 01 (with 1 button) and UDI 02 (with 2 buttons). 
This module contents circuits for voice communication, screw terminal 
for connection of electrical lock, connector for connection of other 
buttons modules and screw terminal for 4 buttons connection.This 
4 buttons can be used for creating of password to door opening. 
The extending modules M-module 3 or 4 and C-module 3 or 4 are 
different of buttons number and electronics for buttons extending(M 
module do not contents electronics and C module contents 
electronics).The  C module can control 8 buttons, for example: For UDI 
10 buttons you need 1xUDI 02, 1x C mod 4, 1x M mod 4. Thanks to 
UDI module (0,1,2 buttons) with connection to C or M module(3 or 
4 buttons) you can built various capacity of door phone from 1 to 46 
buttons. 
The MK 1..MK4 are installation boxes for 1 to 4 modules (max. 3 boxes 
behind itself). All variants can be suplemented by mechanical lead 
frame. 

 

 
 

 
The examples of modules location to lead frame. 
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2. Installation of UDI 
 
Electrical  installation. The UDI is connected to extension of various 
PBX as ordinary phone.The line is connecting to screw  terminal marked 
a,b via schematics of connection. According customer requests is 
necessary to connect buttons and lighting.The buttons and lighting 
terminals are covered by basic board. It is necessary to remove it 
(2 screws) and put very careffully microphone to marked place. 
Installation of electrical lock . The electrical lock is connected to 
terminals marked TO. To terminals marked  ~ ~ is necessary to connect 
feeder 8-12V/1A. This feeder can be used for cards lighting also (it is 
necessary to connect electrical lamps of each modules to marked 
button). 
Mechanical installation. 
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3. The example of UDI connection 
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4. The connection of C - module 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. The connection of buttons with basic board 
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6. Attendance of UDI 
 
The UDI is connected to analogue line of various PBX. You can stored 
15 digits number under each button.The number is dialling in pulse or 
tone dial DTMF (adjustable by jumper marked DTMF , close -tone dial, 
disconnected pulse dial). The numbers can be in following values:0-9,r 
= r, ## = #, #r = Flash (100ms), # i = pause “i” sec, when is use pulse 
dialling then r,# are ignorated. After button pressed is extension number 
dialled. The subscriber can speaking to visitor when pick up a call (UDI 
loud speaker phone). The subscriber can by tone dial open el. lock and 
by it open door to visitor. We recommended to store the password to a 
phone. 
The UDI substitutes installation of home phones, rings and electrical 
distribution for el. locks control. The PBX telephone distribution  belongs 
today to ordinary equipment of offices and family houses. The big 
advantage is connecting of more independent  door phones (control of 
more buildings entrance). 
 
 
The most often problems during installation: 
 
r During programming is neccessary close jumper Prg. and disconnect 

its during operation . 
r During programming is neccessary to set each password quickly. 
r The button numbering is fixed and it is neccessary to know that 

button number 1to 4 is connected to UDI module.. 
r The C modules are connected to UDI that cabel directed to UDI is 

connected to terminal  “³UDI” and cabel to other C mod at terminal 
“C modº”. 

r The password of electrical lock is enable to use only for buttons 1to4. 
r The feeder has to be used in depends on number of button (Each 

module has el. lamp 15V/0.2A). 
r Automatic hang up is influenced by surronding noice (street etc.), for 

increasing of reliability is recommended to use the same password 
for el. lock opening and hang up by extension  (bb=pp). 
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7. The examples of UDI operation 
 
a)   The visitor press button of UDI. The UDI wait for 2sec (wait, if it is 

not password of el. lock). Then dial stored number. 
b)   At subscriber phone is ringing. The subscriber can speaking to 

visitor when pick up a call. After call duration (adjustable) is out the 
UDI will hang up.The UDI hang up also, when subscriber tone dial 
password for hanging up from extension. When UDI detected busy 
tone (subscriber is busy) or dial tone (subscriber hanged up), 
hanging up automatically. 

c)   The subscriber wants to open door to visitor. The subscriber dial  
tone  password for opening electrical lock and by it open the door. 
When the password is the same as hanging up password the UDI 
after door opening hang up. 

d)  When visitor press other button during speaking to someone else 
the UDI cancell this connection and calling to new number (stored 
under pressed button). 

e)   The other feature is calling to extension where is UDI connected.  
The UDI pick up a call and you can listen to noice on the street , 
open the door etc.... 

f)   When visitor knows password of electrical lock and this feature is 
programmed then you can open the electrical lock by himself. 
The time between numbers of password must not be longer than  2 
sec. The UDI detected of dial and when is correct then open door 
by electrical lock. When is incorrect the UDI is calling to number 
stored under last pressed button. 

g) At the already installed door intercom in other city you need change 
the number. You call to PABX where is UDI connected.We let us 
transfer to UDI extension. After UDI picking up we will dial 4 digits 
password (default 0000) till 10sec for entrance to programming 
mode. The remote programming as same as 10sec waiting is 
possible erase by feature 9 (see page 11). 

h)  At the UDI is possible use function open the door by “pocked 
dialler”. It is put to UDI microphone and after button pressing dial 
code for door openning as from extension. Against unautorised 
door openning is possible switch off this function by feature 8 (see 
page 11). 
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8. Programming of UDI 
 
The UDI has adjustable features stored in EEPROM . The UDI can be 
programmed only by tone dial (DTMF). 
 
Progress of features programming: 
 
a.  Remove front cover of UDI and close  jumper on the basic board 

marked Prg. 
 
b.  Call to UDI from another extension. The UDI pick up a call and by 

tone --,-,----,-,-- noticed to ready for programming. 
 
c.   According table dial tone requested feature. Till 5sec UDI reply by 

signal --,--,--,--  and waiting for feature confirming (max. 5sec). 
 
d.   The feature confirm by dial  3  - you are noticed by signal ---,,,,--- 

on the confirming and feature is stored in EEPROM memory. When 
you do`nt confirm the feature will be ignorated. 

 
e.   The UDI notice by signal   --,-,----,-,--  ,   to ready for other 

feature programming since point c).When you do`nt make any dial 
till 60sec the UDI hang up. The new programming have to start from 
point b. 

 
 
Caution !! 
- After programming finished do`nt forget to disconnect jumper marked 

Prg on the basic board. 
- Do`nt forget by  DTMF jumper set requested kind of dial (tone  

DTMF=close, pulse dial = disconnected). 
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9. The list of features      
 
Dial description feature 
1 tt nn..1 
tt 

Storing number nn.. under button tt 
Erasing number for button tt 

n = 1..15digitst 
[00 -NO erase] 

2 d Max.call duration d to UDI     (x1min) 0=4 0÷9         [d=2] 
3 hh.. 
3 0 

Password hh.. for door opening 
(button.1..4) Password keylock - not 

2÷6 digits          
(h=1..4)  [none] 

4 bb 
4 0 

Dial bb for hang up UDI by extension 
Hanging up UDI by extension - none 

2 digits              
              [none] 

5 pp 
5 0 

Dial pp for door opening by phone 
Door opening by extension - none 

2 digits              
         [none] 

6 s Time s for closing of relay el. lock   (x 1s) 1÷9            [5s] 
7 kkkk Password for remote programming 4 digits  [0000] 
8 m Door opening by microphone - disable 0/1              [0] 
9 g Possibility of remote programming 0/1              [1] 
0 zz Number of ringing zz before hang up 01÷99               
0 00 Number of ringing is not restricted        [=time d] 
00 Default set               [..] 
[..] - Default  
tt button number - 2 digits always (01,02...46),  
n.. number stored under button tt (0-9,r = r, ## = #, #r = Flash, # i = pause “i” sec) 
h.. password of keylock -  h =1..4 (first 4 buttons) 
bb number for UDI hang up by extension 
pp number for door opening by extension 
zz number of ringing after button pressing  
kkkk  password for entrance to remote programming mode (during connection)  
m 0=turn off,1=turn on protection of door opening by microphone  
g 0=turn off,1=turn on possibility of remote programming (0-after calling doesnt wait for 

password) 
Note: bb=pp, after door opening UDI hang up 
 
Button numbering: UDV   1......4 
    1-C mod   5......12 
    2-C mod  13.....20 
    3-C mod  21.....28 
    4-C mod  29.....36 
    5-C mod  37.....44 
    6-C mod  45.....46 
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10. Technical features 
      
Buttons number:    1 ÷ 46 
 
Max. Number of connected C-module 6 
 
Temperature operation   -20  ÷  +70 EC 
 
Dial  pulse     60:40 ms 
  tone (DTMF)    100:100 ms 
     
Status hang up    Rvst >1MS, Imax <30:A 
        (Umax = 80V) 
  pick up     Imin = 20mA 
       on Umin = 7.2V 
       (Imax = 100mA) 
 
Ringing     Umin = 30V ef ± 20%  
       Umax = 90Vef , 25 ÷ 60Hz 

busy tone     425Hz +200/-150 Hz 
 
Feeder      8 ÷ 12 Vef / 1A / 50 ÷ 60Hz 
 
The electric lamp of cards lighting  15V / 3W / sufid  30×7mm 
   
 
 
      The UDI  is supplied only from a phone line. The other supply is 
neccessary only for electrical lock and cards lighting. 
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11. Mechanical features 
 

Front cover [mm] Mechanical box [mm] The 
number of 
modules Width Height Width Height Depth 

1 126 123 118 114 45 
2 126 213 118 204 45 
3 126 303 118 294 45 
4 126 393 118 384 45 
6 252 303 244 294 45 
8 252 393 244 384 45 
9 378 303 370 294 45 

12 378 393 370 384 45 
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12. Another example of connection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         8 UDV 
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